Hampton Inn & Suites Kansas City Country Club Plaza
4600 Summit Street
Kansas City, MO 64112
816.448.4600 Main
816.448.4627Direct
Details:
- Estimated cost/night: $155
- 1.5 miles from conference site
- Breakfast: Included
- Parking: $20/day

The Raphael Hotel, Autograph Collection
325 Ward Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64112
816.997.9248
Booking link: Book your corporate rate for UMKC
Details:
- Estimated cost/night: $194
- 1.2 miles from conference site
- Breakfast: No
- Parking: $25

InterContinental Kansas City at the Plaza
401 Ward Parkway
Kansas City, Missouri 64112
Direct/Mobile (816) 678-8876
Booking link: UMKC Missouri Physiological Society Booking Link
Details:
- Estimated cost/night: $227-269 (depending on selected amenities)
- 1.2 miles from conference site
- Breakfast: Depends on the package selected
- Parking: Included

Hilton KC Plaza
770 W. 47th Street
Kansas City, MO 64112
816 360 4785
Booking link: Direct Link to UMKC Discounted Rate at Hilton Kansas City Plaza
Details:
- Estimated cost/night: $159
- 1.2 miles from conference site
- Breakfast: Included
- Parking: $26/day

Hotel: Hilton Kansas City Country Club Plaza
Company Name: UMKC